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Welcome to the Infant classroom at the Montessori School of Camden! Ms. Jessica Burkett will be joining us for the

2022-23 school year as our Infant Classroom Director and Ms. Missy will be remaining as the classroom assistant.

We are so excited to have you and your little one. Below you will find some basic information for your Infant’s first

day.

Diaper Bags:  We do not require an every day diaper bag for the Infant classroom. We provide blankets, burp cloths,

drool bibs, and bedding.  With that being said there are some things that we will keep in the classroom and will

routinely need restocked. We ask that these items be clearly labeled.

● 3 sets of extra seasonal clothes, Infants learn through their senses. That gets a little messy at times.

● A light weight jacket, We regularly take walks with the infants weather permitting

● 1 pack of diapers

● 2 packs of wipes

● A pacifier if applicable

Drop off: Drop off is from 8:00-8:20 AM. After 8:20, your child is considered tardy and will need to be signed into the

office and then driven back down to our classroom in Beard Hall.

Pick up: Dismissal starts at 3:00 PM and ends at 3:15. If you are contracted for Extended Day, your child will remain

in our classroom and ED staff will take over at 3:15.

*The Beard Hall drop off line starts at the entrance on Battleship Rd. right beside the public pool. Follow the line to

the end of our building and out through the other end of campus.

Feeding:

Breast milk: needs to come labeled with name and date on the bag or bottle. Please have each bottle (if that's how

you choose to send the breast milk to school) measured out with only the amount you would like for one feeding.

DSS is very strict and expects me to throw away any amount left in a bottle after feeding. The same rule applies for

formula. You are welcome to bring the milk in storage bags and we measure out in clean bottles (you provide enough

clean bottle for the entire day) so that you do not have to worry with wasted milk. Bags and bottles must have a

name on them. This is a DSS requirement and is essential for us to make sure everyone's milk is easy to read.

Everything gets sanitized when coming into the room, so please be sure to have lids for the bottles. Any additional

milk will go home with you at the end of the day. Please be sure to label this as well. This and all other items will be

sanitized coming into the classroom as well as going home.  

Formula: Formula must be pre-measured. If you are sending powder it must be measured out for each bottle and each

bottle of water must be measured out as well. DSS is VERY strict about this. All containers must be labeled with the

child's name. All items will go home at the end of the day. I recommend sending these to school in a plastic bag. We

will send it back home in a new sanitized bag, with all of the items sanitized before going home. 

Solid Food: Solid food may be sent for children as well. We ask that everything still remain labeled and if certain

items are to be served for specific meals to please let us know that also. In the Montessori setting, we do our best to

foster independence and that sometimes includes allowing our infants to explore eating with utensils and their

hands.

If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to email the office.


